
This WAy to Adventure TEEN READS
Found
by Joseph Bruchac
A teenage survival expert finds all his skills
tested as he's pursued through the Canadian
wilderness by men determined to silence him
after witnessing a murder.
Teen Fiction Bruchac, JosephTeen Fiction Bruchac, Joseph

You Don't Know My Name
by Kristen Orlando
Raised to be an elite spy, 17-year-old Reagan
must choose whether she will honor her
family's legacy by using her incredible talents
to lead a dangerous life, or throw it all away to
pursue a normal relationship with the boy she
loves.
Teen Fiction Orlando, KristenTeen Fiction Orlando, Kristen

This Was Our Pact
by Ryan Andrews
Ben and his friends are determined to find out
where the paper lanterns of the annual
Autumn Equinox Festival go, so they follow the
river as far as they can until the only followers
left are Ben and Nathaniel.
Teen Graphic Novel Andrews, RyanTeen Graphic Novel Andrews, Ryan

The Starlight Claim
by Tim Wynne-Jones
Haunted by nightmares after the
disappearance of his best friend, Nate is
chased from his home by three escaped
prisoners before finding his survival skills
tested by a blizzard in the frigid wilderness and
devastating family secrets.
Teen Fiction Wynne-Jones, TimTeen Fiction Wynne-Jones, Tim

The Cruelty
by Scott Bergstrom
Forced to step into a hero's role she does not
believe in when her father goes missing,
Gwendolyn trains as an assassin and assumes a
new identity in order to defeat kidnappers
throughout Europe's criminal underworld.
Teen Fiction Bergstrom, ScottTeen Fiction Bergstrom, Scott

Nowhere Boy
by Katherine Marsh
Fourteen-year-old Ahmed, a Syrian refugee,
and thirteen-year-old Max, an American boy,
are bound by a secret that sets them on the
adventure of a lifetime.
Teen Fiction Marsh, KatherineTeen Fiction Marsh, Katherine

Skyjacked
by Paul Griffin
Returning from a camping trip on a private
plane, five wealthy Manhattan teens discover
that the aircraft has been hijacked.
Teen Fiction Griffin, PaulTeen Fiction Griffin, Paul

I Am Still Alive
by Kate Alice Marshall
Stranded alone in the unforgiving Canadian
wilderness, Jess is determined to survive and
seek revenge on her father's murderers.
Teen Fiction Marshall, Kate AliceTeen Fiction Marshall, Kate Alice

Peak
by Roland Smith
After being arrested for scaling a New York
skyscraper and then sent to live with his
father, Peak Marcello finds it difficult to
rebuild their bond, thus he is suspicious when
his father pushes him to climb Mt. Everest.
Teen Fiction Smith, RolandTeen Fiction Smith, Roland

Hatchet
by Gary Paulsen
After a plane crash, thirteen-year-old Brian
spends fifty-four days in the Canadian
wilderness, learning to survive with only the
aid of a hatchet given him by his mother, and
learning also to survive his parents' divorce.
Teen Fiction Paulsen, GaryTeen Fiction Paulsen, Gary
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This WAy to Adventure TEEN READS
Bobby Sky: Boy Band or Die
by Joe Shine
After two grueling years of training to be a
Shadow, a top-secret guardian, sixteen-year-
old Robert "Hutch" Hutchinson's first
assignment is to join a boy band and protect its
world-famous front-man.
Teen Fiction Shine, JoeTeen Fiction Shine, Joe

The Living
by Matt de la Peña
Taking a summer job on a Pacific luxury cruise
liner to help his family, Shy anticipates a
season of lucrative tips and pretty girlfriends
only to have everything radically transformed
by a massive California earthquake.
Teen Fiction De La Pena, MattTeen Fiction De La Pena, Matt

On the Free
by Coert Voorhees
Signing up for a wilderness therapy program
for respective reasons, three at-risk kids are
stranded by a mudslide in the Colorado
wilderness and must band together to survive
the elements, their personal demons, and each
other.
Teen Fiction Voorhees, CoertTeen Fiction Voorhees, Coert

Genius: The Con
by Leopoldo Gout
Three young geniuses from around the globe
hatch a plot to trick a vicious warlord,
infiltrate a mastermind's organization, protect
their families, and save the world.
Teen Fiction Gout, LeopoldoTeen Fiction Gout, Leopoldo

Nowhere on Earth
by Nick Lake
Discovering a lost child wandering in the
woods, a runaway learns that the boy is not
from Earth and that he is being pursued by
zealous government forces, a situation that is
complicated by a dangerous accident.
Teen Fiction Lake, NickTeen Fiction Lake, Nick

Snowhook
by Jo Storm
When a massive ice storm traps Hannah and
her family in a remote cabin, she must take the
four family dogs on a dogsled ride to find help
before they all freeze to death in the
wilderness.
Teen Fiction Storm, JoTeen Fiction Storm, Jo

Wild Blues
by Beth Kephart
Reports about two escaped convicts and the
disappearance of her friend lead 13-year-old
Lizzie on a harrowing journey through the
wilds of the Adirondacks.
Teen Fiction Kephart, BethTeen Fiction Kephart, Beth

The Edge of Everything
by Jeff Giles
Enduring a traumatic existence after their
father's death and neighbors' disappearance,
Zoe and her brother are rescued from an
attack by a bounty hunter who has been sent to
claim the soul of their tormenter.
Teen Fiction Giles, JeffTeen Fiction Giles, Jeff

Be Not Far From Me
by Mindy McGinnis
Feeling more at home in the woods than under
a roof, Ashley finds the limits of her survival
abilities tested when a betrayal and an
accident strand her in untracked territory.
Teen Fiction McGinnis, MindyTeen Fiction McGinnis, Mindy

Cut Off
by Adrianne Finlay
Competing in a wilderness survival reality
show for a million-dollar prize, a group of
teens discover that they have been abandoned
by the competition’s producers, who have
raised the stakes by refusing to rescue them.
Teen Fiction Finlay, AdrianneTeen Fiction Finlay, Adrianne

96 miles
by J. L. Esplin
The sons of a survivalist father are robbed of
their supplies when they are home alone
during a massive blackout that tests the limits
of their skills and sense of morality. A first
novel.
Teen Fiction Esplin, J.L.Teen Fiction Esplin, J.L.

Wilder Girls
by Rory Power
Friends Hetty, Byatt, and Reece go to extremes
trying to uncover the dark truth about the
mysterious disease that has had them
quarantined at their boarding school on a
Maine island.
Teen Fiction Power, RoryTeen Fiction Power, Rory
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